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INTRODUCTION 

 

Solid state magnetism represented and continues to be a broad interest area of Physics because of 

the many possibilities it offers in theoretical investigations and technical applications. 

The investigation of electronic structure and magnetic properties of metallic systems based on 

rare-earths and 3d transition elements occupy a very special place in Solid State Physics, since this type of 

materials have fascinated and continue to attract  the interest of scientific community and  industry since 

their properties can be modified and developed  for applications such  as spin controlled electronic 

devices, high-density permanent magnets, magnetic storage media or giant magnetoresistive alloys for 

technological applications. 

Understanding and prediction of mater properties, at atomic level, represents one of the great 

achievements of the last years in science. In this content, the advantage of photoelectron spectroscopy, in 

the study of electronic structure and properties of matter is due to progress in both, experimental and in 

relevant theory. Photoemission techniques have been developed sufficiently to become a major tool for 

the experimental studies of solids. These techniques are also attractive for the study of changes in, or 

destruction of, crystalline order. A profound magnetic behaviour understanding cannot be achieved 

without a thorough study of electronic structure. 

Knowing the electronic structure of metallic systems based on d transition elements and 

implicitly the valence band structure represents one of the fundamental problems in understanding the 

mechanisms of magnetic interactions in 3d intermetallic compounds. One of the most important and 

widely used techniques to study the energy spectra of solids is the X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy 

(XPS).  

The correlation of XPS data with magnetic measurements as a function of applied field and 

temperature, together with band structure calculations provide clear information regarding the intensity of 

magnetic interactions in these materials.  

The subject of present work subscribes to the international preoccupation regarding the 

elucidation of magnetic properties of solids and how these properties depend on the electronic energy 

spectrum and how can they be modified trough alloying. For this purpose, several classes of materials 

based on rare-earths and 3d transition elements have been studied: 

� Compounds belonging to In1-xMnxSb (x=0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15 and 0.2) system 

� Oxidized CeNi5 powder  

� Compounds belonging to Al-Dy-Ni (AlDyNi,  AlDyNi4 and AlDy3Ni8) system 

� Compounds belonging to MnSb1-xBix (x= 0, 0.2, 0.5 and 0.95) system 

The thesis is organized in three main chapters and includes a selective bibliography inserting 158 

indexes.  

The first chapter is divided in two and covers the theoretical bases that form the basis in 

explaining and understanding the magnetic behaviour of investigated materials. Here are listed all 

theoretical models used, 3d transition metals and rare-earths magnetism,  as well as the underlying 
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phenomena in X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy, used in energy spectrum evaluation, together with the 

main spectral features corresponding to a XPS spectrum  

The second chapter is devoted to the description of all installations used in structural 

determination, recording of magnetic data necessary in order to elucidate the magnetic behaviour, as well 

as ESCA PHI 5600 spectrometer used to characterize investigated samples in terms of spectroscopic 

evidence.  

The third and final chapter is divided into four sub-chapters corresponding to four different 

classes of materials. Here are presented and analyzed the X-ray diffraction (XRD), transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM), magnetic measurements as a function of applied external field and temperature, 

valence band and core level XPS spectra results, correlated with band structure calculations. 

   

 CHAPTER 1 

 

  Theoretical aspects  Theoretical aspects  Theoretical aspects  Theoretical aspects 

1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1. Magnetic properties of metallic systemsMagnetic properties of metallic systemsMagnetic properties of metallic systemsMagnetic properties of metallic systems 

The most direct evidence of magnetism is the attraction or repulsion force between elements. 

The origin of magnetic forces lays in the orbital and spin rotation of electrons around the nucleus. The 

modern theory of magnetism can be divided in: 

• atomic magnetism (generated by the electrons movement around the nucleus), which deals with 

magnetic properties of elementary particles, atomic nucleus and electronic shells of isolated atoms or 

molecules 

• condense matter magnetism which treats the magnetic properties of systems formed by atoms or 

molecules which interacts with each other. 

In the first situation magnetic properties of isolated magnetic carriers are studied, while the 

magnetic properties of materials and magnetic moment interactions are investigated in the second case. 

Pauli’s exclusion principle postulates that it is not possible for two electrons to occupy the same 

state, therefore each electron can occupy a different energetic level or quantum state which can be defined 

by a set of five unique numbers: n, l, ml, s and ms.   

By analyzing their response to the action of an external magnetic field the magnetic one can 

distinguish the following magnetic behaviors: diamagnetism, paramagnetism, ferromagnetism, 

antiferromagnetism and ferrimagnetism. The materials belonging to the first two groups do not exhibit 

collective magnetic interactions and are not magnetically ordered, while the materials in the last three 

groups exhibit long-range magnetic order below a certain critical temperature. 

There are two classes of elements which play an important role in magnetism: transition metals 

(3d) and rare earths (4f). For the elements belonging to these two series, the unfilled electronic shells (3d 

and 4f respectively) are not outer shells and can remain unfilled even in solids, leading to the appearance 
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of magnetism. In order to explain the magnetic properties of metallic systems based on 3d transition 

elements two complementary models were developed: itinerant and localised. The nonintegral values of 

magnetic moment per atom, the high values of specific electronic heat coefficient which are not 

compatible with localized model, impose the use of itinerant model in case of transition metals and their 

alloys. But, this model cannot explain the Curie-Weiss law observed for all ferromagnetic metals for     

T> TC, and the calculated value of Curie temperature is too big comparing to the experimental one, 

problems that are easily resolved by localized model. The Fermi surfaces associated to the d electrons 

from magnetic transition metals, the success of band structure calculations in the reproduction of these 

surfaces and the explanation of magnetic properties in the fundamental state sustain the importance of 

using itinerant model in case of transition metals magnetism. The reconciliation between these two 

models was made by considering the atomic character of 3d band electrons around each atomic position 

and the interatomic exchange interactions (strongly correlated d itinerant electrons) 

The interaction between magnetic moments, called exchange interaction, originates in the 

correlation of electrons belonging to different atoms. The magnetic coupling is usually described using 

the Heisenberg Hamiltonian:  where J is the exchange integral which depends on the 

charge distribution of i and j atoms. A spin operator of this form was first deduced from the Heitler-

London results by Dirac [1] and first extensively applied in the theory of magnetism by Van Vleck [2]. If 

the orbitals of two neighbour atoms present a sufficient space extension so that a overlap is possible, the 

correlation effects lead to a direct interaction between the atoms spins. This phenomenon is known as 

direct exchange. The direct exchange is characteristic for 3d intermetallic compounds, and represents the 

stronger interatomic interaction, being responsible for the magnetic order up to high temperatures. When 

magnetic orbitals of two neighboring atoms are too localized to overlap, as in the case for the 4f series, 

the exchange process can occur through conduction electrons if the system is metallic. This leads to an 

indirect exchange of RKKY type (Ruderman, Kittel, Kasuya, Yosida) [3-5].  

The theory of ferromagnetism is in a far from satisfactory state. Actually, there is not a single 

theory, but at least two rather divergent viewpoints: (1) the localized moment theory, and (2) the band 

models. According to the localized moment theory, the electrons responsible for magnetism are attached 

to the atoms and cannot move into the crystal. These electrons generate a certain magnetic moment which 

is localized at the position of each atom. This view is implicit in the molecular field theory, either in the 

original form given by Weiss [6] or in the quantum-mechanical form obtained by substituting the 

Brillouin function for the Langevin [7]. 

Opposite to the localized model is the itinerant (or band) model which considers that the magnetic 

carrier are the so called Bloch electrons which are itinerant through the solid, and the exchange interaction 

leads to a difference between the number of spin up and down electrons. The simplest model of itinerant-

electron magnetism is the Stoner model [8, 9], which has mainly been used to account for the existence of 

ferromagnetism in itinerant systems. Both localized model and itinerant model fail to fully describe the 

magnetic behaviour of magnetic transition metals. It is very clear that d electrons should be treated as 

localized electrons in magnetic insulator compounds and as correlated itinerant electrons in transition 

metals. There have been two main directions in the attempt of reconciliation between these two models: 
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one was to improve the Stoner theory by considering the electron-electron correlation, and the other was 

to start with the study of local moments in metals. Van Vleck [10] discussed the justification of local 

moments, considering the importance of electron correlation in narrow d bands. An explicit model 

describing the local moments in metals was proposed by Anderson [11] on the basis of the Friedel picture 

of virtual bound states in dilute magnetic alloys [12]. The interaction between local moments in metals 

was studied by Alexander and Anderson [13] and by Moriya [14] on the basis of the Anderson model.  
 

1.2.1.2.1.2.1.2. XXXX----Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) 

 

X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) was developed in the mid 1960’s by K. Siegbahn and 

his research group from the University of Upsalla, Sweden [15, 16]. The technique is based on the 

photoelectric effect outlined by Einstein in 1905 and is a failure analysis technique primarily used in the 

identification of elements from the sample surface. The analysis is done by irradiating a sample with soft 

X-rays to ionize atoms and releasing core-level photoelectrons. The usually used radiations are those of 

aluminium (Al K-alpha E = 1.487 keV) and magnesium (Mg K-alpha E = 1.254 keV). Although X 

radiations penetrate deep into the sample, the important information regarding the electronic structure of 

the solid is given only by those electrons who manage to reach the surface without any energetic loss due 

to inelastic scattering processes. A rigorous description of photoemission process implies a quantum 

description of this process which consists in the emission of an electron from the inner shells of a solid, 

the detection of the photoelectron is made after it leaves the sample surface. The most known theoretical 

model of the photoemission process is the so called “three-step model” developed Spicer in 1985 [17]. 

In 1964 Berglund and Spicer, published a more sophisticated formalization of the same model [18]. 

Along the time there were developed many theories that tried to explain the photoemission process, in 

present the most used of them is the one known as “one step model”. XPS can detect all elements except 

H and He (owing to the absence of the core orbital). An XPS spectrum is displayed as a plot of electron 

binding energy versus the number of electrons in a fixed energy interval and can be divided in two parts: 

• primary spectrum – generated by the electrons who are leaving the solid without suffering 

inelastic scattering processes 

• secondary spectrum (background) – formed by the photoelectrons who have lost a percentage of 

their kinetic energy due to inelastic scattering processes 

 There are various spectral features that are likely to be encountered in a XPS spectrum. Some are 

fundamental to the technique, and are always observed, and others are dependent upon the chemical and 

physical nature of the sample. Valence band levels appear as lines of low intensity in the low binding 

energy region of the XPS spectrum, between the Fermi level and about 10-15 eV binding energy. These 

energetic levels are very important in explaining the properties of solids because one can determine the 

band structure considering only the direct transitions that can happen without any other external 

excitation. XPS measures the transitions between these occupied and the unoccupied states and offer 

important information about the occupied states in the valence band region. The Fermi level position 

gives us information about vacant states from the valence band and curve’s slope near Fermi level is a 
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measure of the states density. The electrons from the most inner shells of the atoms give rise to the most 

intense and well define lines in the XPS spectrum. A closer inspection of the spectrum shows that 

emission from some levels does not give rise to a single photoemission peak, but a closely spaced 

doublet, due to spin-orbit splitting. The exact binding energy of an electron depends not only upon the 

level from which photoemission is occurring, but also upon: formal oxidation state of the atom, local, 

chemical and physical environment. Changes in these states give rise to small shifts in the peak positions 

- so-called chemical shifts [19]. In the photoemission process the photon kicks out the electron so quickly 

that the remaining electrons do not have time to readjust. The reorganization of the electrons upon the 

core-hole can lead to electronically excited final states. This means that the XPS spectrum will consist 

from the main line which corresponds to the lowest excited state and a number of additional lines, so-

called satellites, which correspond to the higher excited state after the photoemission. 

 

 

 CHAPTER 2 

 

        Measurement devices and experimental methods Measurement devices and experimental methods Measurement devices and experimental methods Measurement devices and experimental methods     
used for sample characterizationused for sample characterizationused for sample characterizationused for sample characterization    

 

2.1. Structural characterization 2.1. Structural characterization 2.1. Structural characterization 2.1. Structural characterization ---- Brucker D8 Advance Diffractometer Brucker D8 Advance Diffractometer Brucker D8 Advance Diffractometer Brucker D8 Advance Diffractometer 

After preparation, the crystallographic structure of all investigated samples was checked at room 

temperature using X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) data. Small pices of the as-prepared samples were 

crushed and the obtained powder was analysed at room temperature using Cu Kα radiation of a Bruker 

D8 Advance diffractometer.  The operation method used by the diffractometer is the Bragg-Brentano 

geometry [20]. The data recorded in the detector is the X-ray intensity in counts/second. By plotting the 

intensity against the angle of the incident X-ray, we can produce a series of peaks. The acquired data were 

analysed using PowderCell 2.3.program [21]. 

2.2. 2.2. 2.2. 2.2. Instrumentation used for magnetic behaviour characterisationInstrumentation used for magnetic behaviour characterisationInstrumentation used for magnetic behaviour characterisationInstrumentation used for magnetic behaviour characterisation  

The magnetic properties were studied trough static and dynamic magnetic measurements in the 

4.2 – 900 K temperature range and fields up to 8 T. At low temperatures (< 300 K) several devices were 

used: vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM), SQUID magnetometer and the MagLab system 2000 

cryostat (Oxford instruments). At high temperatures (higher than the corresponding transition 

temperature) a Weiss balance was used in order to determine the variation of magnetic susceptibility with 

temperature. The magnetic measurements were performed in France at Laboratoire de Crystallographie 

CNRS, Grenoble and Institute des Matériaux Jean Rouxel, Nantes, but also in Cluj in the Solid State 

laboratories of Ioan Ursu Institute. 

2.3. 2.3. 2.3. 2.3. Instrumentation used for XPS measurementsInstrumentation used for XPS measurementsInstrumentation used for XPS measurementsInstrumentation used for XPS measurements    
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The electronic structure of investigated alloys is studied by means of X-Ray Photoelectron 

Spectroscopy, analyzing the valence band and core level spectra. XPS measurements were performed in 

Germany, at Osnabrück Universität, using the ESCA PHI 5600 spectrometer manufactured by Perkin 

Elmer Corporation, belonging to A.G. Neumann. All the spectra were recorded at room temperature, 

using a monocromatized Al K-α source. The pressure in the ultra-high vacuum chamber was in the 10-10 

mbar range during the measurements. The samples were cleaved in situ. The surface cleanness was 

checked by monitoring the O 1s and C 1s core levels in the survey spectra. 

2.4. 2.4. 2.4. 2.4. Band structure calculationsBand structure calculationsBand structure calculationsBand structure calculations 

Electronic structure theoretical investigations for some of the investigated samples have been 

performed using the Munich SPR-KKR package version 3.6 [22]. The electronic structures were 

calculated self-consistently by means of the spin polarized relativistic Korringa–Kohn–Rostocker     

(SPR-KKR) method in the atomic sphere approximation (ASA) mode [23-25].  

 CHAPTER 3 
 

  Rezultate experimentale  Rezultate experimentale  Rezultate experimentale  Rezultate experimentale 

3.1. 3.1. 3.1. 3.1. Magnetic cluster development in InMagnetic cluster development in InMagnetic cluster development in InMagnetic cluster development in In1111----xxxxMnMnMnMnxxxxSb Sb Sb Sb     
(x=0, 0.05(x=0, 0.05(x=0, 0.05(x=0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15 and 0.2) system , 0.1, 0.15 and 0.2) system , 0.1, 0.15 and 0.2) system , 0.1, 0.15 and 0.2) system [26, 27]    

 

 The doping of III-V semiconductors with 3d transition elements creates ferromagnets, called 

magnetic semiconductors. These materials continue to attract the interest of scientific community, since 

they hold promise of applications in a variety of spin-controlled devices [28].  

 InSb is a narrow gap semiconductor with an energy band gap of 0.17 eV at 300 K and 0.23 eV at 

80 K. It crystallizes in the zinc-blende structure type with a 0.648 nm lattice constant. The undoped 

semiconductor possesses the largest ambient temperature electron mobility (7.8 m2V-1s-1), electron 

velocity, and ballistic length (up to 0.7 µm at 300 K) of any known semiconductor [29].  

Ferromagnetism in In1-xMnxSb (x~0.02) with Tc up to 20K has been observed in films grown by 

Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MEB) [30]. Earlier studies on bulk In1-xMnxSb, performed in the 0.01≤ x ≤0.06 

concentration range [31]. In order to complete the picture and explain the magnetic behaviour of these 

materials a study of bulk manganese-doped InSb, for higher manganese concentration, was necessary. 

Manganese was chosen as doping element due to its unique electronic structure 3d54s2. It is 

particularly interesting because, according to Hund’s rule, in case of the free atom there is the possibility 

to obtain a maximum value of the spin, of about 5µB. The substitution of In by Mn in InSb can lead to a 

partial or total filling of the 3d band and the localisation/delocalisation degree of 3d electrons undergoes 

changes. In bulk materials the value of magnetic moments localized at the position of transition element 

and the interactions between such moments, which lead to ordered magnetic behaviour, depend on Mn-

Mn distances, manganese atoms vicinity (the number of neighbours with 3d orbitals), hybridization 
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degree between 3d orbitals of Mn atoms, also the hybridization between 3d orbitals and other orbitals 

belonging to different element which enter in the composition of the alloy or intermetallic compound, 

conduction electrons per atom concentration. In intermetallic compounds, the values of local magnetic 

moments, the nature and intensity of magnetic interactions, depend on crystallographic structure. The 

vicinity effects study on local magnetic moments at Mn position is very important in order to obtain 

improved materials and explain their magnetic behaviour. 

The doping of InSb with Mn, beyond the solid solubility limit, leads to the formation of several 

phases: ferromagnetic In1-xMnxSb solid solution, ferromagnetic MnSb and ferrimagnetic Mn2Sb phases. 

3.1.1. Samples preparation and structural characterisation3.1.1. Samples preparation and structural characterisation3.1.1. Samples preparation and structural characterisation3.1.1. Samples preparation and structural characterisation    

Five samples belonging to In1-xMnxSb system were prepared by argon arc melting method. 

High purity elements have been used for the samples preparation (99.99% for both In and Mn and 

99.9% in case of Sb). In order to aid homogenization the samples were inverted and re-melted 

several times in the same atmosphere. The weight loss of the final samples was found to be less 

than 1%. Investigated samples have the following Mn concentrations: x= 0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15 and 0.2. 

InSb crystallizes in a zinc-blende (ZnS) structure type with the lattice parameter a = 6.48 Å. MnSb 

crystallizes in a NiAs structure type with the following lattice parameters: a = 4.5285 Å and           

b = 5.9311 Å [32, 33], and Mn2Sb present also a NiAs structure with a = 4.0800 Å and                    

b = 6.5600 Å [34] (Fig. 1.).  
 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Elementary unit cells of InSb (a), MnSb (b) and Mn2Sb (c) compounds 
 

 After preparation the quality and 

crystallographic structure of investigated sample 

was checked by means of X-ray diffraction. The 

corresponding XRD patterns are shown in Fig. 2. 

XRD patterns indicate the existence of an InSb 

structure type phase and also the presence of some 

small MnSb peaks. The ferrimagnetic Mn2Sb phase 

is not visible due to diffractometer resolution. The 

presence of both MnSb and Mn2Sb phases could be 

pointed out only by using synchrotron radiation, as 

Fig. 2. X-ray diffraction patterns of   
In1-xSbxMn system 
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Fig. 3. Imagine TEM a 
probei In0.9Mn0.1Sb 

previously shown by Novotortsev et al. study [31] on bulk material, in the 0.01≤ x ≤0.06 concentration 

range. From the most intense MnSb line recorded by XRD measurements and using Scherrer’s equation 

[35] 

 
where λ represents the X-ray wavelength, β is the angular width at half-maximum intensity and θ the 

diffraction angle, it is possible to estimate the diameter d of the magnetic particles. 
 

3.1.2. 3.1.2. 3.1.2. 3.1.2. TEM analysisTEM analysisTEM analysisTEM analysis    

TEM images show the presence of some manganese antimonide 

phase microinclusions (the darker particle centres) imbedded in the 

semiconductor InSb matrix (light coloured coating). The dimensions of these 

clusters are between (30-40) nm, in good agreement with those obtained from 

XRD patterns, using Scherrer’s equation. But these measurements did not 

allow us to identify the exact composition of the clusters. The 

microinclusions might be identified as either MnSb or Mn2Sb. 

3.1.3. 3.1.3. 3.1.3. 3.1.3. Magnetic measurementsMagnetic measurementsMagnetic measurementsMagnetic measurements 

 Earlier studies of Novotortsev et al. [31] on bulk In1-xMnxSb, 

performed in the x = (0.01-0.06) % Mn concentration range, pointed out the presence in the investigated 

samples of In1-xMnxSb ferromagnetic solid solution with TC<10K together with two additional manganese 

antimonide phase microinclusions: ferromagnetic MnSb and ferrimagnetic Mn2Sb. Our aim was to 

observe and study the magnetic behaviour in case of this system, for concentrations that go beyond the 

solid solubility limit. For this purpose several magnetic measurements were performed. Magnetic 

susceptibility at low magnetic field (B=0.01T) was carried out on a superconducting quantum interference 

device (SQUID magnetometer) from 2 to 300K. The variation of the magnetization with temperature at 

0.2T and 0.8T magnetic field was measured using a Weiss balance in the (300-700)K temperature range. 

The hysteresis loop at T=5K was recorded using an OXFORD device. 

 MnSb has a magnetic moment of 3.3-3.5 µB on Mn sites, and -0.06 µB on Sb site   [32, 33]. In the 

tetragonal unit cell of Mn2Sb, there are two crystallographically non-equivalent sites for Mn atoms, Mn(I) 

(2.1 µB) and Mn(II) (3.9 µB) aligned antiparalel to each other [34] resulting a mean value of 0.9 µB per Mn 

atom. 

 At higher fields (0.8T) (Fig. 4a) the alloys seem to show a ferromagnetism with the Curie 

temperature TC in the (550-590)K range, determined from the M2(T) plot in the molecular field 

approximation. The Curie temperature values are situated between the Curie temperature of ferromagnetic 

MnSb (Tc ~585K) and ferrimagnetic Mn2Sb (Tc ~550K) [36] compounds. The temperature dependence of 

the magnetization for these two compounds is given in Fig. 4c. The magnetizations plots M(T) for 

B=0.8T (Fig. 4a) present a deviation from the normal Brillouin curve in the (400-500)K  temperature 

range. This anomaly may be due to the mediated contribution of MnSb and Mn2Sb clusters. Both 

magnetization and Curie temperature decrease with decreasing Mn concentration. 
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 In lower magnetic field (0.2T), however, the magnetizations versus temperature curves show a 

broad maximum around 425K. This type of maximum in the M(T) curves is sometimes observed in 

mictomagnetism or cluster spin glass owing to the coexistence of ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic 

interactions. The exchange interactions between the ferromagnetic and ferrimagnetic entities, at their 

interfaces, leads to different configurationally “pinning” [37] of ferromagnetic components.  

 The increase of the magnetization with temperature for small magnetic fields (Fig. 4b.) suggests 

that up to a certain temperature the influence of the ferrimagnetic component on the magnetization of 

MnSb clusters is more pronounced for smaller magnetic field.  

Fig. 4. Magnetization as a function of temperature for In1-xMnxSb system at 0.8 T (a) and 0.2 T (b), 
MnSb and Mn2Sb compounds (c) 

When Mn2Sb is modified with Cr, resulting in the compounds Mn2-xCrxSb (0.01<x<0.25), a 

magnetic phase transition at temperature TS is induced. This transition is from ferrimagnetic above 

TS, to antiferromagnetic below TS: TS increases with increasing Cr content. At the phase transition 

there is a discontinuous decrease of the c axis and increase of a axis. The transition takes place at 

the critical value of 6.53Å corresponding to the c axis, for every Cr content [38]. Kittel has shown 

that such first-order magnetic transformation can occur when the magnetic exchange interaction is 

coupled with the lattice elastic strain, and when the net exchange is zero for the some critical value 

of the lattice parameter, that is attainable by temperature variation. The role of Cr substitution for 

Mn in the Mn2-xCrxSb system is to contract the Mn2Sb lattice, so that the critical dimension is 

thermally achieved. 

At the Mn2Sb/MnSb interface, an antiferromagnetic layer can develop in Mn2Sb, due to the 

contraction of c lattice parameter, caused by the lattice constants mismatch of the two compounds. 

The ferromagnetic MnSb, which is strongly coupled with the antiferromagnetic layer from Mn2Sb, 

has its interfacial spins pinned. All these results suggest the coexistence of ferromagnetic MnSb 

and ferrimagnetic Mn2Sb clusters in the In1-xMnxSb alloys. 

The formation of manganese antimonide clusters in the investigated alloys is also suggested 

by the hysteresis loop measurements. The field dependence of the magnetization for In0.9Mn0.1Sb is 

shown in Fig.5. Similar curves were obtained in case of all investigated alloys. The saturation 

magnetisation is observed in fields higher than 0.5T.  

The magnetization in the very small field region (Fig. 3.5b) shows that for all investigated 

materials the coercitive field is very small (does not exceed 20 Gs). This characteristic is typical 
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for clusters behaviour. The small values of the coercitive field and saturation field may be 

explained in the random anisotropy model [39]. Furthermore, the hysteresis loop shows a small 

asymmetry with a shift towards negative field. This is due to the exchange interaction between the 

ferromagnetic and ferrimagnetic phase at their interface. Such exchange bias fields have been 

observed in case of many ferromagnet/ferrimagnet interfaces like γ-Fe2O3/Fe [37] and Co/TbFe 

[40]. 
 

 

Fig. 5. Hysteresis loop performed at 5K (a) and magnetization in the very small 
 field region (b) of In0.9Mn0.1Sb compound 

 

 The values of magnetic moment per manganese atom in In1-xMnxSb alloys (for x≤0.2), determined 

from saturation magnetisation at T=5K, are in the (2.07-3.28)µB range (Table 1). 
 

Tabelul 1. Magnetic moment per Mn atom determined from  
                  magnetic measurements performed at T=5K 

The obtained values are in good 

agreement with earlier studies in the                       

x = (0.01-0.06) % Mn concentration range 

[31]. The substitution of In by Mn brings 

no significant changes in the Mn 3d band. 

For higher Mn concentrations (x>0.15), 

the magnetic moment per Mn atom decreases, suggesting the increasement of ferrimagnetic contribution 

provided by Mn2Sb clusters.  

Magnetic measurements in much lower fields (B=0.01T) also reveal the coexistence of two types 

of magnetic clusters Mn2Sb and MnSb. The temperature dependence of the field cooled (FC) and zero 

field cooled (ZFC) magnetic susceptibility were recorded with a SQUID magnetometer (Superconducting 

Quantum Interference Device), in France, at“Institut des Matériaux Jean Rouxel”, Université de Nantes. 

The temperature dependence of FC and ZFC magnetic susceptibility for In0.8Mn0.2Sb and In0.95Mn0.05Sb 

alloys are given in Fig. 6.  Magnetic susceptibility measured with SQUID magnetometer (lines) and 

Weiss magnetic balance (lines and circles) for In0.8Mn0.2Sb is given in Fig. 6a.  

Manganese 

concentration 

(% at.) 
0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 

Magnetic moment 

per Mn atom 

(μB) 

3 3.28 3.1 2.07 
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In the inset of Fig. 6a the temperature dependence of the crystalline anisotropy energy 

coefficients K1 for Mn2Sb compound is given. At temperatures below 240K the magnetic moments in 

Mn2Sb are directed perpendicular to the c axis. At 240K the anisotropy changes sign and above this 

temperature the easy axis of magnetization is parallel to the c axis [38]. 

 
Fig. 6. FC and ZFC magnetic susceptibility versus temperature of In0.8Mn0.2Sb (a) 

 and In0.95Mn0.05Sb (b) at B=0.01T  
 

The temperature dependence of field cooled (FC) and zero field cooled (ZFC) magnetic 

susceptibility of In0.95Mn0.05Sb alloy, at small fields (B=0.01T) is shown in Fig. 6b. Similar curves were 

obtained for all investigated alloys. 

A dominant feature is the splitting between FC and the ZFC susceptibility which confirms the 

coexistence of two types of magnetic microinclusions: ferrimagnetic Mn2Sb clusters and ferromagnetic 

MnSb clusters. 

It is interesting to note that the splitting of FC and ZFC susceptibility takes place, for all 

investigated alloys, at the same temperature where the anisotropy coefficient K1 changes its sign, so that 

the anisotropy energy is negligible in comparison with the exchange energy.    

The mixed state incorporates ferromagnetic and ferrimagnetic parts for which close-lying Curie 

temperature TC were identified from magnetization measurements. As a consequence of the mixed 

magnetic interactions, in these alloys there is pinning of the ferromagnetic parts caused by the 

ferrimagnetic environment, as evidenced also by the splitting in the FC and ZFC magnetic susceptibility 

measurements. 

The susceptibility versus temperature exhibits a magnetic field cooling effect below the freezing 

temperature Tf ~ 240K. For all alloys a maximum in χ(T) is observed between the Curie temperature and 

240K, the latter corresponding to the onset of mictomagnetism or cluster spin glass.  A similar behaviour 

was observed in many mictomagnetic systems such as the ε phase of the Mn-Zn alloy system [41]. The 

upward of the magnetic susceptibilities at very low temperatures (Fig. 6b.) is due to the ferromagnetic 

phase formation in the In1-xMnxSb solid solution. 
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For small manganese concentration (x=0.05) a superconductor behaviour can be observed in the 

low temperature region due to some indium segregated particles (Indium TC=3.4K [42]) - the inset of 

Fig.6b.   

    

3.1.4. 3.1.4. 3.1.4. 3.1.4. XPS spectraXPS spectraXPS spectraXPS spectra 

The electronic structure of investigated alloys is studied by means of X-Ray Photoelectron 

Spectroscopy, analyzing the valence band and core level spectra. The surface cleanness was checked by 

monitoring the O 1s and C 1s core levels in the survey spectra. 

Valence band spectra 

The XPS valence band spectra of In1-xMnxSb alloys are shown in Fig. 7, comparative with MnSb 

and Mn2Sb compounds. 

For Al K-α radiation, the In and Sb cross 

sections are comparable, as a consequence, the 

valence band spectra are being dominated by In 5p 

and Sb 5p contributions. The density of states 

(DOS) at Fermi level increases with Mn content. 

The half width at half maximum (HWHM) also 

increases, suggesting the increase of Mn 3d 

contribution around 2.8 eV. The spectral structure 

which appears around 10-11 eV is characteristic for 

Sb 5s levels. 

A better understanding of the main 

characteristics in the valence band requires a 

comparison between the experimental and the 

calculated spectra. The XPS valence band spectra were calculated with the Munich SPR-KKR package 

[22] (Fig. 8a).  

One can observe that for both compounds the Mn 3d contribution to the valence band has a 

maximum around 2.8 eV, which is also reflected in the valence band spectra of In1-xMnxSb alloys. The 

computed XPS valence band spectrum of MnSb is in good agreement with the experimental results, 

indicating that the measured spectrum is representative of the bulk. 
 

Fig.7 . Comparison between XPS valence band 
spectra of In1-xMnxSb alloys,  
MnSb and Mn2Sb compounds 
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Fig. 8. Calculated (lines) and experimental (circles) XPS valence band spectra of 
MnSb(a) and calculated total and partial DOS of 

ferromagnetic Mn2Sb compound (b) 
 

Core-level XPS spectra 

Mn 2p core level XPS spectra 
 

The Mn 2p core level spectra are presented in Fig. 9, together with MnSb and Mn2Sb 

corresponding spectra. The XPS peaks associated to these levels could be recorded only for high 

manganese concentration ( x=0.15 and x=0.2) due to the spectrometer resolution. 

 Mn 2p XPS spectra of In1-xMnxSb (x=0.15 and 0.2) 

present a spin–orbit splitting of ~11 eV, which can be 

identified in the distance between the energy centres of 

the 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 states. In case of atomic Mn, 

experimental and theoretical results revealed a fine 

structure of the 2p photoelectron spectrum caused by 

the Coulomb interactions of the 2p hole and 3d valence 

electrons. The line shapes of 2p core-level 

photoemission spectra for 3d metals are strongly 

influenced by the simultaneous occurrence of spin-

orbit coupling and exchange splitting between the core 

hole and valence electrons. The theoretical approach to 

the problem of core-level photoemission is done within 

a fully relativistic generalization of the one-step model of photoemission. Ebert et al. found in the 

calculated spectra a splitting of 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 states into four and respectively two sublevels [43]. Using 

the fully relativistic photoemission calculations Plogman et al. found a splitting of the Mn 2p3/2 states into 

four sublevels [44]. This gives direct evidence of the existence of local moments in the Anderson’s sense 

confined on Mn sites [11].  

Fig. 10. shows the fitting of Mn 2p3/2 XPS spectra for MnSb In0.85Mn0.15Sb and In0.8Mn0.2Sb. The 

fitting results were obtained considering four components and a satellite line  just like in all other alloys 

and intermetallic compounds based on Mn [43-45].  

Fig. 9. XPS Mn 2p core level spectra of 
In0.85Mn0.15Sb, In0.8Mn0.2Sb,  

MnSb and Mn2Sb 
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Fig.10. Curve fitting results (solid lines) of Mn 2p3/2 core level spectra of MnSb (a) and In0.8Mn0.2Sb alloy (b) 

superposed on the measured spectra (circles) 

The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of each multiplet peak was considered between 1 eV and 1.5 

eV, with a 0.4eV Lorentian contribution (accounting the Mn 2p hole states lifetime [46]) and a 0.6-0.8 eV 

Gaussian contribution (accounting for the instrumental broadening). The relative intensities of these states 

vary depending on Mn atomic environment, reflecting the changes induced to the properties of Mn 3d 

states. The binding energies of the fitted multiplet splitting components and the mean energy separation 

between the four components, which corresponds to the exchange splitting of the Mn 2p3/2 core-hole 

states, are listed in the next table (Table 2). The Mn 2p core level spectra for x=0.15 and x=0.2 resemble 

those of MnSb and Mn2Sb intermetallic compounds. The mean exchange splitting in the investigated 

alloys are very close to that found in MnSb compound and confirm the existence of local magnetic 

moments confined on Mn sites. 
 

Tabelul 2. Fitting parameters for Mn 2p3/2 XPS spectra of In1-xMnxSb (x= 0.15 and 0.2) alloy 

 and MnSb compound. ∆ex denotes the mean exchange splitting between the sublevels 

Binding energy (eV) 

x 
Component 

1 

Component 

2 

Component 

3 

Component 

4 

∆ex (eV) 

0 638.5 639.3 640.3 641.5 1.01 

0.15 638.7 639.8 640.9 642.2 1.16 

0.2 638.6 639.6 640.7 642.2 1.2 
 

 

Sb 3d core level XPS spectra 
 

Due to spin-orbit splitting the Sb 3d spectrum 

consists from two components: 3d3/2 and 3d5/2. In 

analysed compounds the splitting between these two 

centres is around 9.4eV, comparable to that in pure Sb. 

The lack of O 1s at 531eV binding energy in the Sb 3d 

core level spectra indicates that contamination is absent 

and proves the good quality of the investigated sample A 

Fig. 11. XPS Sb 3d core level spectra of  

In1-xMnxSb system together with MnSb Sb 3d 
spectra 
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strong interaction exists between Mn-Mn and Mn-Sb; the corresponding coupling can be described in 

terms of covalent interaction between unoccupied Sb 5p states and Mn 3d band. 

3.1.4. Summary3.1.4. Summary3.1.4. Summary3.1.4. Summary 

The substitution of In by Mn in InSb beyond the solid solubility limit leads to the formation of 

magnetic clusters. Magnetic measurements performed at high and small magnetic field, FC and ZFC 

measurements, on In1-xMnxSb (x=0.05, 0.1, 0.15 and 0.2) system indicates the coexistence of two types of 

magnetic clusters: ferromagnetic MnSb and also ferrimagnetic Mn2Sb. TEM images also show some 

manganese antimonide phase microinclusions with dimension between (30-40) nm. XPS valence band and 

Mn 2p core level spectra have confirmed the presence of manganese antimonide phases. The substitution 

of In by Mn brings no significant changes in the Mn 3d band. For higher Mn concentrations (x>0.15), the 

magnetic moment per Mn atom decreases, suggesting the increasement of ferrimagnetic contribution 

provided by Mn2Sb clusters. 

3.2. Magnetic cluster development in oxidized 3.2. Magnetic cluster development in oxidized 3.2. Magnetic cluster development in oxidized 3.2. Magnetic cluster development in oxidized     

CeNiCeNiCeNiCeNi5555 powder  powder  powder  powder [47, 48]    
    

Nanosized particles of ferromagnetic metals (Fe, Co, Ni) have been widely studied as they 

present an interest both for fundamental physics and potential applications such as catalysis, high density 

magnetic recording media, ferrofluids and medical diagnostics. However, synthesis, handling and storage 

of such materials give rise to problems related both to their size control and to the stabilization of the 

highly reactive resulting product. Several methods have been used for the production of such particles: 

evaporation [49-52], sputtering [53], and various chemical methods [35, 54, 55]. Evaporation techniques 

allow producing isolated particles whereas the others are used to produce particles dispersed in an 

insulating matrix. 

Magnetic nanoparticles covered with a layer of antiferromagnetic oxide exhibit the exchange 

anisotropy phenomena, with potential technological application 
[56]

 if an antiferromagnetic coating 

materials with a Néel temperature above room temperature can be produced (e.g. TN=525K for NiO). 

Rare earth oxides are potentially useful materials for various optical and electronic applications. 

One such material is cerium dioxide (CeO2) due to his high refractive index (~2), high transparency in the 

visible and near-infrared region and large dielectric constant (~26) [57]. 

In case of CeNi5 previous magnetic studies have shown that Ce atoms are in an intermediary 

valence state. The Ni-Ni distances are very close to those from pure metallic Ni, fact that determines a 

strong interaction between Ni atoms.Taking into account the great oxygen affinity of Ce and the strong 

magnetic interactions between Ni atoms in this compound, we tried to obtain Ni metallic clusters covered 

by NiO,    Ce2O3 and CeO2 by mechanically transforming the bulk CeNi5 in a very fine powder followed 

by a thermal treatment in air at different temperatures up to 800oC. 

3.2.1.  3.2.1.  3.2.1.  3.2.1.  Synthesis and structural characterisationSynthesis and structural characterisationSynthesis and structural characterisationSynthesis and structural characterisation 
 

The starting material CeNi5 was prepared by argon arc 

melting method. The purity of starting materials was 99.9% for both 

Ce and Ni. The CeNi5 compound crystallizes in the hexagonal 
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CaCu5 structure type, space group P6/mmm with Ce occupying the 1a site (0, 0, 0), Ni(1) in the 2c site 

(1/3,2/3,0) and Ni(2) in the 3g sites (1/2,0,1/2) (Fig. 12.). The Ni-Ni distances in CeNi5 are 0.244nm very 

close to those of pure metallic Ni, 0.249nm, respectively [58].  

 

 

This compound is an exchange-

enhanced Pauli paramagnet and Ce ions are in the 

intermediate valence state [59, 60]. XRD pattern 

showed that the initial compound is single phase and 

all peaks can be indexed according the characteristic 

lines of expected structure type with the following 

lattice parameters          a = 0.487nm and c = 0.402nm in 

good agreement with earlier findings [58]. 

The crystallite size of initial CeNi5 compound was 

calculated from the (002) profile of XRD pattern. Generally it is not easy to obtain accurate values of the 

crystallite size without extreme care in the experimental measurements and analysis of diffraction data. 

XRD line profile analysis is a versatile nondestructive method that can be used in obtaining nanostructural 

information. Usually the nano-crystallite size is determined by classical Scherrer equation [35]. For a 

better accuracy in the determination of full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the X-Ray line profile 

(XRLP) approximation methods like Cauchy [61], Gauss [62], Voigt [63] or Generalized Fermi Function 

(GFF) [64] are used.   

The same four methods were adopted in the approximation of CeNi5 XRLP. The doublet correction Kα2 

was realized by the installation soft. The background approximation was necessary in order to obtain a 

correct value of the FWHM; this approximation was realised using a regression line defined on the two 

XRD lobes. 

χ
2 χ2 is the root squares of residuals. In case of initial 

compound CeNi5 the FWHM was calculated using the 

Scherrer’s equation from the GFF approximation results 

for which we have a minimum value of the root squares 

of residuals. The average crystallite size of the starting 

material was about 34.7nm. In order to evaluate which 

approximation method gives the best results in the fitting 

of experimental XRLP, an additional parameter χ 

(goodness of the fit) was introduced: 

 , where:   ,  

 Gauss Cauchy Voigt GFF 

d(nm) 30.6 40.9 45.4 34.7 

FWHM(2θ
o
) 0.33 0.23 0.27 0.27 

χ
2 

997 903 864 839 

Fig. 12. The CeNi5 unit cell 

Fig. 13. Spectrul XRD teoretic şi 
experimental al compusului CeNi5 

Table 3. Global structural parameters of 
initial compound CeNi5 
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Iobs represents the intensity of experimental XRD pattern, Icalc is the calculated intensity, Np is the number 

of considered experimental points and Npar refers to freedom degrees, which is a specific parameter for 

each approximation method. The goodness of the fit expresses the difference between the experimental 

and calculated results. From the numerical analysis of XRLP it is known that in case of a satisfactory fit, χ 

has values up to 5% [65]. Goodness of the fit, in case of initial CeNi5 was 2.08%. 

After heat treatment, in order to determine crystalline structure, each sample was investigated 

trough mean of XRD method (Fig. 14.). 

We have observed that crushed CeNi5 becomes magnetic upon exposure to air for 40 min. at 

100°C. It is well known that Ce is much more sensitive to oxygen than Ni, this result suggest that Ni 

atoms diffuse into particles to form magnetic clusters, due to the strong magnetic interactions between the 

nearest - neighbours Ni atoms, and Ce ions migrate to the surface of the particles during heat treatment to 

form the oxide layers of CeO2 and Ce2O3.  

 
Fig. 14. XRD patterns for CeNi5 oxidized in air at different temperatures and theoretical patterns corresponding to 

pure metallic Ni, NiO, CeO2, Ce2O3 and CeNi5 
 

 

A major advantage is represented by the fact that, at high temperatures, a thin NiO layer appears, resulting 

a Ni/NiO (ferromagnet/antiferromagnet), which determines exchange anisotropy. The Ce oxide layers 

and, in a very small quantity, NiO formed on the surface of Ni particles are not continuous and consist of 

very small crystallites. The surface of Ni particles is completely oxidized after a new heating for 1 h at 

600°C, and only NiO and CeO2 layers can be detected  
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Fig. 16. TEM imagine of CeNi5 powder 
oxidized in air at 800 oC for 1h 

 

Fig. 15. Elementary unit cells of Ce and Ni oxides: Ce2O3 (a), CeO2 (b) and NiO (c) 

For some of the treated samples (CeNi5 oxidized in air at 300oC, 400oC, 500oC and 600oC) the Ni 

(200) and NiO (110) X-Ray diffraction profiles were processed in order to evaluate the average crystalline 

size of Ni core and NiO layer formed on Ni particles surface. The same four methods (Cauchy, Gauss, 

Voigt and GFF) were adopted in the approximation of XRLP. 

The crystalline average size of Ni clusters increases with temperature due to recrystallization 

processes that occur during the heat treatment from 34nm to 77nm. These values were determined from 

Scherrer equation, based on Voigt approximation results, for which we have obtained a minimum value of 

χ
2. In case of Ni metallic cores the obtained values for χ (goodness of the fit) are between 1.26 - 3.34 %. 

The thickness of NiO layer also increases with temperature, from 9nm, in case of CeNi5 oxidized in air at 

300oC for 30 min, up to 19nm, for CeNi5 treated at 600oC for one hour. These values were determined 

using Scherrer’s equation applied to Voigt approximation results, for which χ2 has its minimum value. 

The associated goodness of the fit for these approximations has values in the 2.4 - 2.65 % range. 

3.2.2. TEM analysis3.2.2. TEM analysis3.2.2. TEM analysis3.2.2. TEM analysis 

TEM imagine (Fig. 16.) shows the presence of darker 

particle centres surrounded by a light colour coating in most of 

the particles. This could be attributed to a core-shell type of 

structure, where the core consists of metallic cores. The mean Ni 

particle diameters are in good agreement with those obtained 

from XRD measurements.   

 3.2.3. Magnetic measurements3.2.3. Magnetic measurements3.2.3. Magnetic measurements3.2.3. Magnetic measurements 
 

The magnetic properties of exchange-enhanced Pauli 

paramagnet CeNi5 have been extensively studied for many years; however, the magnetic behaviour of this 

compound at finite temperatures is not well understood. Magnetic measurements have shown a thermal 

variation of the magnetic susceptibility in a large temperature range. The magnetic susceptibility and 

reciprocal susceptibility versus temperature for CeNi5 are shown in Fig. 17. The measurements were 

performed using Weiss balance in the 80 - 800 K temperature range. 

 

Fig. 17. Thermal variation of the susceptibility (a) and of the reciprocal  
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Fig. 18. Field cooled hysteresis loop at 5K of CeNi5 
powder oxidized in air at 600oC for one hour 

 

susceptibility (b) for CeNi5.  
The experimental curve obtained in case of susceptibility thermal variation is in good agreement 

with previous measurements of Grignoux et all. in the 1.4 - 300 K temperature range [66]. 

The CeNi5 susceptibility arises mainly from the Ni 3d electrons which are close to the onset of 

ferromagnetism. The Ni 3d band is partially empty but does not show magnetic splitting. In this 

compound Ce is in an intermediary valence state close to 4+, this means that it brings no contribution to 

the magnetic moment. Therefore, in this case we have to deal with spin fluctuation suggested by the 

apparition of some induced magnetic moments at Ni position. The average amplitude of longitudinal local 

spin fluctuations increases with temperature until it reaches an upper limit. The temperature dependence 

of   at low temperature is the result of the increase in local moments with increasing temperature. The 

amplitude of thermally excited longitudinal spin fluctuations saturates at a certain temperature, above 

which the susceptibility is governed by local moment type fluctuations and therefore a Curie-Weiss law 

modified by a temperature-independent part χo is observed:      

For temperatures smaller than the critical value (Tcr=100K), the magnetic susceptibility of CeNi5 

shows much higher values than those obtained in the free electron approximation. We have to deal with a 

Pauli exchange-enhanced paramagnet, which implies the existence of some strong correlation between Ni 

3d electrons. 

The paramagnetic Curie temperature is negative and very large θ = -275K, and the effective 

magnetic moment per Ni atoms, determined from the Curie constant, is 1.34 µB. 

The 1/χ(T) curve present a deviation from linearity around T*~330 K, in accord with the 

predictions of self-consistent renormalization theory (SCR) of spin fluctuation [118]. In the T<T* region, 

CeNi5 shows an exchange-enhanced Pauli paramagnetism, and the apparition of temperature induced 

local moments is very rapid. 

The maximum of the bulk susceptibility in CeNi5 corresponds to a maximum of Ni atoms 

susceptibility in this compound. A partial spin 

fluctuation quenching appears due to 4f-5d and 3d-5d 

hybridizations. 

The hysteresis loop of CeNi5 powder oxidized 

in air at 600oC for one hour (Fig. 18.) pointed out the 

phenomena of exchange anisotropy as a result of 

interactions between antiferromagnetic NiO layer and 

ferromagnetic Ni core. The hysteresis was measured 

after the sample was cooled from room temperature to 

5K in an applied field of 1T. One can see a small 

asymmetry of the hysteresis loop, with a shift towards 

negative magnetic field. This is due to the exchange 

interaction between the ferromagnetic and 

antiferromagnetic phase at their interface. Such 

exchange bias fields have been observed in case of many 
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Fig. 19. XPS valence band spectra of CeNi5 

powder oxidized in air at 600°C for 1h and 
exposure time to ion etching τ = 10 min. 

(a), oxidized in air at 600°C for 1h without 
sputtering  (b) and oxidized in air at 300°C 
for 30 min and ion etching τ = 17 min (c) 

ferromagnet/antiferromagnet[68, 69]or ferromagnet/ferrimagnet interfaces [26, 37].  

3.2.4. XPS spectra3.2.4. XPS spectra3.2.4. XPS spectra3.2.4. XPS spectra 

The surface response of fine CeNi5 particles upon oxidation has been studied by following the 

modification of XPS valence band, Ni 2p and Ce 3d core levels with heat treatment temperature and time.  

Furthermore, the as – prepared samples were sputtered using an argon ion beam and a surface profile 

depth was performed. 

Valence band spectra 

The valence bands of CeNi5 powder, oxidized in air at 300oC for 30 min and 600oC for an hour, 

before and after 10 min and 17 min argon etching are 

shown in       Fig. 19.  

After sputtering, the apparition of a new feature 

located in the low energy region of the spectra, near the 

Fermi level, is evident. This new feature is attributed to 3d 

states of pure metallic Ni situated at about 0.6eV. The Ni 

component is evident only after the removal of surface NiO layer, during the sputtering process, and 

confirms the formation of Ni metallic cluster. 

Core-level XPS spectra 

Ni 2p and Ce 3d core level XPS spectra 
 

The main characteristic of Ce 3d levels is the spin-orbit splitting of ~18 eV, between Ce 3d3/2 and 

Ce 3d5/2 centres [70] (Fig. 20.) which lead to the apparition of six components instead of three ones 

predicted by theoretical calculations [71-73]. These measurements suggest the existence of an 

intermediary valence state at Ce position, and the fact that 3d9f0 and 3d9f2 are overlapped.  
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Fig. 20. Ce 3d core levels XPS 
spectra [70] 

 
Fig. 21. Ni 2p and Ce 3d core levels line of CeNi5 powder 600°C 
for 1h and exposure time to ion etching τ = 10 min (a), oxidized 

in air at 600°C for 1h without sputtering (b) and oxidized in air at 
300°C for 30 min and ion etching τ = 17 min (c) 

Fig. 22. Ni 2p and Ce 3d core levels spectra of CeNi5 
powder oxidized in air at  

800°C for 1h and exposure time to ion etching τ = 10 
min. 

 

The XPS spectra (Fig. 21.) point out the occurrence of NiO [74], CeO2 and Ce2O3 oxides [75, 76] on the 

particles surface. During sputtering a new feature develops at low binding energy side 28(EB=852.7 eV), 

which can be attributed to metallic Ni [77]. The apparition of metallic Ni peak is due to the reach of Ni 

core after the argon ion bombardment. Furthermore, a small contribution to Ni peak comes also by a loss 

of oxygen at surface in the sputtering process of NiO [78]. The quantity ratio of cerium oxides CeO2 / 

Ce2O3 and the thickness of NiO layer increase with the annealing temperature. At 800°C only CeO2 was 

detected (Fig. 22.). 

    

3.2.5. 3.2.5. 3.2.5. 3.2.5. Raman measurementsRaman measurementsRaman measurementsRaman measurements 

 Raman measurements were used as a 

com

plem

entary method in order to confirm the 

XPS results. Raman measurements were 
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Fig. 23. Raman spectrum of CeNi5 powder oxidized in air at 
800oC for one hour 

performed in Germany, at Techniche Universität Chemnitz, based on scattering geometry principle, using 

a micro-Raman installation formed by an Olympus microscope coupled with a Dilon XY 800 triple 

monochromator. The used laser excitation was 514.5 nm corresponding to Ar+, and the resolution was ~2 

cm-1.  

Room temperature Raman spectrum of CeNi5 powder oxidized in air at 800oC for one hour is shown in 

Fig. 23. The spectrum is formed by more bands corresponding to NiO and CeO2. Raman peak situated at 

≈463 cm-1 corresponds to CeO2 triple degenerate F2g mode [131]. Several vibration bands corresponding 

to NiO [132] can also be identified: one-phonon TO (at 440 cm-1) and LO (at 590 cm-1) modes, two-

phonons 2TO modes (at 740 cm-1), TO+LO (at 925 cm-1) and 2LO (at 1500 cm-1) modes. 

 

 

 

 

3.2.6. 3.2.6. 3.2.6. 3.2.6. SummarySummarySummarySummary 
  

XRD studies results of CeNi5 powder oxidized in air at different temperatures up to 800oC, suggest that 

during the heat treatment Ni metallic clusters covered by NiO, Ce2O3 and CeO2 appear. The average 

crystallite size of Ni core and the thickness of NiO oxide formed at the surface were evaluated by means 

of Cauchy, Gauss, Voigt and GFF approximations. The obtained results suggest that both Ni and NiO 

average crystallite size increase with temperature due to recrystallization processes from 34nm to 77nm 

and from 9nm to 19nm respectively. TEM imagines confirm the values obtained from XRLP 

approximation results. XPS spectra point out the occurrence of NiO, CeO2 and Ce2O3 oxides on the 

particles surface. Ni metallic component was detected both in valence bands and core levels spectra only 

after sputtering. For CeNi5 powder oxidized at 800oC for an hour only CeO2 and NiO layers were 

detected. The Ce2O3 / CeO2 ration depends on heat treatment temperature. Raman measurements confirm 

the formation of NiO and CeO2. The small hysteresis loop shift towards negative magnetic fields confirms 

the presence of ferromagnetic/antiferromagnetic interface. 

 

 

 

 

3.3. 3.3. 3.3. 3.3. Electronic structure and magnetic properties of some compoundsElectronic structure and magnetic properties of some compoundsElectronic structure and magnetic properties of some compoundsElectronic structure and magnetic properties of some compounds    
belonging to the ternary Albelonging to the ternary Albelonging to the ternary Albelonging to the ternary Al----DyDyDyDy----Ni metallic system Ni metallic system Ni metallic system Ni metallic system     

(AlDyNi, AlDyNi(AlDyNi, AlDyNi(AlDyNi, AlDyNi(AlDyNi, AlDyNi4444, AlDy, AlDy, AlDy, AlDy3333NiNiNiNi8888))))    [81]    
 

In the ternary metallic system Al-Dy-Ni, ten intermetallic compounds with different 

crystallographic structure were reported [58]. 

The nearest Dy and Ni ions neighbourhood, as well as Ni-Ni, Dy-Dy and Dy-Ni distances are 

different in each compound. This leads to different states of Ni ions and also influences the Dy-Ni 

interaction in these compounds. 
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The electronic 3d band width of the transition metals (T) is determined by the overlap between 

the d orbitals of adjacent atoms and depends on the number of nearest neighbours and the hopping 

integral Jh, which is very sensitive to the T-T distances [82]. On the other hand, the hybridizations 

between Ni 3d and Dy 5d6s states with Al 3sp states may lead to a partial or complete filling of the Ni 3d 

band. In many rare-earth-nickel compounds, nickel atoms do not carry a magnetic moment because of 

charge transfer of rare-earth conduction electrons to the 3d band [83]. 

In the next pages the magnetic behaviour and the electronic structure for three of the ten 

compounds belonging to Al-Dy-Ni system (AlDyNi, AlDyNi4 and AlDy3Ni8) are going to be investigated 

trough X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), X-ray diffraction (XRD), static and dynamic magnetic 

measurements. 

3.3.1. 3.3.1. 3.3.1. 3.3.1. Samples preparation and structural chaSamples preparation and structural chaSamples preparation and structural chaSamples preparation and structural characterisationracterisationracterisationracterisation 

The same standard arc-melting technique using a water-cold crucible in an argon atmosphere was 
used in order to prepare the ten samples belonging to Al-Dy-Ni system: AlDyNi, AlDyNi4, AlDy2Ni2, 
AlDy3Ni8, Al2Dy3Ni6, Al2DyNi, Al4DyNi, Al3DyNi2, Al7Dy2Ni3 and Al16DyNi3. The purity of the starting 
materials was 99.9 % for Dy, 99.99% for Ni and 99.999 % for Al. 

 X-ray powder diffraction measurement showed that only three of the ten compounds are single 

phases with the expected crystallographic structure type: AlDyNi, AlDyNi4 and AlDy3Ni8 (Fig. 24.) 
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Fig. 25. Magnetization versus external magnetic 
field at T=4K for AlDyNi,  

AlDyNi4 and AlDy3Ni8 compounds 

             

Fig. 24. XRD patterns and unit cells of AlDyNi (a), AlDyNi4 (b) 
 and AlDy3Ni8 (c) compounds 

 

The lattice parameters corresponding to investigate samples, obtained after refinement are listed 

in Tabelul 4. 

                              Tabelul 4. Structure type and lattice parameters corresponding to AlDyNi,  
                                                AlDyNi4 and AlDy3Ni8 compounds 

Compound Structure 

Type 

Pearson 

Symbol  
a (nm) c (nm) 

AlDyNi Fe2P hP9 6.9939 3.8496 

AlDyNi4 CaCu5 hP6 4.9260 4.0330 

AlDy3Ni8 CeNi3 hP24 5.0370 16.1000 

 

3.3.2. 3.3.2. 3.3.2. 3.3.2. Magnetic measurementsMagnetic measurementsMagnetic measurementsMagnetic measurements 

 In order to elucidate the magnetic behaviour of investigated compounds, several types of 

magnetic measurements were necessary. The magnetization measurements (Fig. 25.) were performed in 

France, at Louis Néel Laboratoires from Grenoble, with a vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) at 4 K 

and magnetic fields up to 10 T. The magnetic 

susceptibility measurements were performed at Cluj, 

with two different installations: the horizontal Weiss 

balance belonging to “Ioan Ursu Institute” was used 

starting from room temperature until 600K and for 5 - 

300K temperature range a VSM device from the same 

institute was employed. The AC susceptibility was also 

measured using a superconducting quantum interference 

device (SQUID magnetometer) in the 4.2 - 300K 

temperature range. These measurements have also been 

performed in France at Laboratoire de Crystallographie 

CNRS, Grenoble.  
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Fig. 26. The χ’ dependence as a function of 
temperature of AlDyNi, AlDyNi4 and AlDy3Ni8 

compounds 

Fig. 27. The reciprocal susceptibility versus 
temperature for AlDyNi, 

 AlDyNi4 and AlDy3Ni8 compounds 

The magnetization versus magnetic field dependence is characteristic for ferromagnetic materials. 

The spontaneous magnetization (Table  5) was obtained by extrapolation to H→0 of the linear part (in the 

high fields range) of the M(H) curve. The corresponding values of the magnetic moments per Dy atom in 

the ordered state are smaller than for free Dy3+ ion (10µB). This is characteristic for many Dy compounds 

[84] and may be explained taking into account the of crystal field effect (the ground state of Dy3+ ion is 
6H15/2 [42]). 

                         Tabelul 5. Ferromagnetic (TC) and paramagnetic (Ө) Curie temperatures, magnetic 
moments per formula unit in the ordered (µ) and paramagnetic (µeff) 
states 

Compound 
TC 

(K) 

μ 

(μB/f.u.) 

θ 

(K) 

μeff 

(μB/f.u.) 

AlDyNi 25 6 30 10.88 

AlDyNi4 14 6.9 6 10.94 

AlDy3Ni8 22 19.2 11 18.33 
 

 The real part of the AC susceptibility (χ’) is 

constant in the 75-300K temperature range. Therefore, in 

order to obtain a better resolution necessary for Curie 

temperature (TC) determination, in Fig. 26. was plotted only 

the temperature interval 4-75K. The values of corresponding 

Curie temperature are also given in Tabelul 5. In case of 

AlDyNi4 compound TC = 14K. This value is in good 

agreement with earlier measurements of Tolinski et al. [85].  

In the high temperature range the magnetic susceptibility 

obeys a Curie-Weiss law χ=C/(T-θ) (Fig. 27.). The effective 

magnetic moment per Dy atom in AlDyNi compound, 

determined from the Curie constant, is 10.88 µB, bigger 

than the value for Dy3+ free ion (10.6µB). This value can be 

explained if we consider that Dy 5d electrons are polarized 

by 4f-5d local exchange interactions. Because this 

polarization is in the same direction as that of the localized 

4f moments, an excess magnetic moment per Dy atom 

would be expected. This is in agreement with many 

experimental findings that the 5d electrons contribute to the 

total moment per rare-earth atom [86]. In addition to this 

contribution, in AlDyNi4 and AlDy3Ni8 compounds, the Ni 

atoms also carry a small magnetic moment confirmed by 

XPS spectra. The small Ni contribution appears due to 

some spin fluctuations at the Ni atoms position.  
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Fig. 29. Valence band spectra of AlDyNi, 
AlDyNi4, AlDy3Ni8 and of reference Ni 

metal and AlNi 
 

In case of AlDyNi4 and AlDy3Ni8 magnetic susceptibility measurements below room temperature 

were performed (Fig. 28.). The corresponding paramagnetic Curie temperatures are de 6K for AlDyNi4 

and 11K for AlDy3Ni8 respectively. 

            
Fig.28. Thermal variation of reciprocal susceptibility measured with Weiss balance (blue lines and circles) and 

VSM (red lines and circles) in case of AlDyNi4 (a) and AlDy3Ni8 (b) 

The AlDyNi4 and AlDy3Ni8 compounds order ferrimagnetically below the corresponding Curie 

temperatures. This thing is proved by the values of paramagnetic Curie temperature which are smaller 

compared to Curie temperature associated to the ordered magnetic state (θ<Tc) (Table 5). Since the 

magnetic moment per Ni atom is smaller compared to Dy magnetic moment, we can consider that we 

have to deal with ferromagnetic materials. In the high temperature range the magnetic susceptibility obeys 

a Curie-Weiss law. The strong hybridization between Ni 3d, Dy 5sp and Al 3sp leads to a gradual filling 

of Ni 3d band. In case of AlDyNi4 and AlDy3Ni8, the Ni atoms carry a small magnetic moment. For AlDyNi 

the Ni 3d band is completely filled, so Ni atoms bring no contribution. The total filling of Ni 3d band in 

case of AlDyNi, is due to the high number of Al and Dy atoms in the Ni atoms first vicinity. 

 3.3.3. 3.3.3. 3.3.3. 3.3.3. XPS spectraXPS spectraXPS spectraXPS spectra 

The electronic structure of AlDyNi, AlDyNi4 and AlDy3Ni8 is revealed by XPS valence band and 

core level spectra analyse. All the spectra were recorded at room temperature, using a monocromatized Al 

K-α source. The pressure in the ultra-high vacuum chamber was in the 10-10 mbar range during the 

measurements. The samples were cleaved in situ. The 

contamination of the fresh cleaned surface inside the 

preparation chamber was checked by monitorizing the C 1s 

levels. It is well known that rare earths elements present a 

high oxygen affinity. A slight sample contamination can be 

observed at 284.5 eV.  

Valence band spectra 

Fig. 29. shows the valence band spectra of analysed 

compounds compared to pure metallic Ni and reference 

compound AlNi. The main contribution to the valence band 

spectra is given by the Ni 3d and Dy 4f electrons. The Ni 3d 

band is situated close to the Fermi level while Dy 4f band is 
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Fig. 30. Ni 2p core-level lines of 
investigated AlDyNi, AlDyNi4, AlDy3Ni8 

compounds compared to Ni metal  

more localized and splitted in several components. The reference compound is a Pauli paramagnet with 

the Ni 3d band completely filled [87]. 

Ni 3d band centroids are shifted towards higher binding energy relative to metallic Ni, suggesting 

a partial filling of the Ni 3d band due to a strong hybridization between Ni 3d, Dy 5sp and Al 3sp states. 

The position of valence band maximum at ~ 1.5 eV in case of AlDyNi is in good agreement with that 

observed in case of Pauli paramagnet AlNi, and confirms the complete filling of Ni 3d band. 

Core-level XPS spectra 

 Ni 2p core level XPS spectra 

Ni 2p core-level lines of investigated compounds 

together with pure metallic Ni spectra are shown in Fig. 30.  

The decrease in the satellite structure intensity of Ni 2p 

line compared to pure Ni confirms the partial filling of the Ni 3d 

band. These spectra also indicate that Ni atoms carry a magnetic 

moment in AlDyNi4 and AlDy3Ni8 compounds, which in the 

ordered state is orientated antiparallel to the Dy magnetic 

moment due to the 4f-5d-3d coupling. For AlDyNi the Ni 2p 

satellite structure disappears, suggesting that Ni 3d band is 

completely filled and Ni atoms have no contribution to the 

total magnetic moment.  

Spectrele XPS ale nivelelor interne Dy 4f 

In Fig. 31. are shown the Dy 4d lines for all investigated 

compounds. A chemical shift smaller than 0.4 eV, comparing to 

pure Dy [72], was evidenced. Furthermore the exchange splitting 

of Dy 4d core level in all three compounds is similar to that found 

in pure Dy, suggesting that Dy 4f levels are not affected by 

alloying.    

3.3.4. 3.3.4. 3.3.4. 3.3.4. SumSumSumSummarymarymarymary 

The electronic and magnetic properties of AlDyNi, 

AlDyNi4 and AlDy3Ni8 were studied using X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy (XPS), X-ray diffraction (XRD), static and dynamic 

magnetic measurements. The three compounds are single phases and crystallize in the Fe2P, CaCu5 and 

CeNi3 structure types, respectively. All the investigated samples order ferromagnetically below the 

corresponding Curie temperatures. At high temperature the magnetic susceptibility obey the Curie-Weiss 

law. XPS valence band and Ni 2p spectra indicated the presence of small magnetic moment on Ni sites in 

AlDy3Ni8 and AlDyNi4, and a complete filling of Ni 3d band in AlDyNi. The complete filling of Ni 3d band 

in AlDyNi compound is due to the high number of Al and Dy atoms in the Ni atoms vicinity. The 

polarization of 5d electrons by the local exchange interaction 4f-5d gives rise to an excess magnetic 

moment of Dy ions in the paramagnetic state of investigated compounds. 

 

Fig. 31. Dy 4d core-level lines of 
AlDyNi, AlDyNi4 and AlDy3Ni8 
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3.4. 3.4. 3.4. 3.4. Electronic structure and magnetic properties of MnSbElectronic structure and magnetic properties of MnSbElectronic structure and magnetic properties of MnSbElectronic structure and magnetic properties of MnSb1111----xxxxBiBiBiBix x x x     
(x= 0, 0.2, 0.5 and 0.95) system (x= 0, 0.2, 0.5 and 0.95) system (x= 0, 0.2, 0.5 and 0.95) system (x= 0, 0.2, 0.5 and 0.95) system [88]    

 

The intermetallic compound MnBi received considerable attention since its favorable magneto-

optical properties were recognized [89]. The high uniaxial magnetic anisotropy [90] at room temperature 

and the magneto-optical properties have attracted the interest of scientific community because of its 

possible applications in permanent magnets [91] and erasable magneto-optical memory devices [92]. The 

binary compound MnBi crystallizes into two phases: the lower-temperature hexagonal ferromagnetic 

phase (LTP) and the high temperature orthorhombic paramagnetic phase (HTP) with a structural phase 

transition at 628 K [93]. Numerous attempts have been made for the purpose of obtaining single-phase 

MnBi, such as arc melting and rapid solidification methods [94, 95], but formation of Mn precipitations 

and Bi matrix could not be avoided [96]. At present, no single-phase MnBi has been prepared. In order to 

oversee this impediment many efforts have been made to stabilize MnBi by varying its stoichiometry or 

by alloying it with a third element like Cu, Al, Nb, Si, etc., without any success [97-99]. The electronic 

structure of MnBi indicates that Mn atom possesses a magnetic moment of 3.6 µB, and that the Bi atom has 

a magnetic moment of −0.15 µB which is due to the s–d and p–d hybridization between Bi and Mn atoms 

[93]. On the other hand, the ferromagnetic compound MnSb has an electronic structure similar to MnBi 

and also crystallizes in two different structures:  nickel-arsenide (NiAs) and zinc-blende (ZB). MnSb 

presents a 3d5.5 configuration of Mn atom, with a magnetic moment of  3.5 µB on the Mn sites, and –0.06 

µB on the Sb sites and a Curie temperature well above room temperature (Tc=587 K) [32, 33, 100]. Since 

both MnBi and MnSb have a hexagonal structure of NiAs type, it is possible for new ternary Mn-Bi-Sb 

system with an appropriate constitution to form a hexagonal structure too. 

 The purpose of this study was to obtain a new material with improved qualities by studying the 

structural and electronic changes induced by the substitution of Sb with Bi in MnSb1-xBix (x=0, 0.2, 0.5, 

and x=0.95) system. 

3.4.1. 3.4.1. 3.4.1. 3.4.1. Preparation and structural characterisationPreparation and structural characterisationPreparation and structural characterisationPreparation and structural characterisation 

At the beginning the main idea was to obtain single phase MnBi compound, trough classical 

argon arc melting method. For this purpose we have made several attempts, unfortunately without any 

success. After these failures, the study direction was changed and the main goal became the stabilisation 

of MnBi phase trough alloying with nonmagnetic elements. The same argon arc melting method was used 

in order to prepare several compounds obtained by the substitution of Bi with Sn and Al in MnBi 

compound, but the obtained results were not satisfactory. 

Taking into account that in normal conditions it was not possible to obtain single phase MnBi, 

and that MnBi is isostructural with MnSb compound, which can be easily obtained at room temperature 

trough argon arc melting method, the purpose of this study was to obtain a new material with improved 

qualities by studying the structural and electronic changes induced by the substitution of Sb with Bi in 

MnSb, resulting in the MnSb1-xBix system. Four samples belonging to MnSb1-xBix system were prepared by 

argon arc melting method for the following Bi concentration: x=0, 0.2, 0.5, and x=0.95. The purity of the 

starting materials was 99.99% for Mn and Sb and 99.9% in case of Bi. 
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The homogeneity of the as-prepared samples was 

checked by conventional X-ray powder diffraction După 

preparare calitatea probelor a fost verificată prin difracţiei de 

raze X. The XRD patterns for the investigated samples are given 

in Fig. 32, together with theoretical pure Bi and MnSb patterns.  

The samples obtained by the substitution of Sb with Bi 

in MnSb have the same hexagonal crystallographic NiAs 

structure type (MnSb1-xBix solid solution) corresponding to the 

parent compound and also observed in case of MnBi. One can 

see the presence of some pure Bi peaks in all patterns. The 

presence of these peaks is due to Bi segregation during the 

preparation process. The pure Bi phase is small compared to 

MnSb1-xBix phase, except for x=0.95 where it succeeds the 

nickel-arsenide structure type phase. 
 

3.4.2. 3.4.2. 3.4.2. 3.4.2. Magnetic measurementsMagnetic measurementsMagnetic measurementsMagnetic measurements 

In 1904, Heusler reported the ferromagnetic nature of Mn-Bi 

alloys [101]. Tielman has been the first who published the associated 

theoretical magnetization curve of MnBi compound [102]. Theoretical 

calculation have shown that monodomenial MnBi particles show a 

high coercitive field Hc ~ 1.2 T [103], due to the hexagonal symmetry, 

which also denotes a high anisotropy.  

Fig. 33. shows the hysteresis loop obtained by Saha et al. 

[104] for the low temperature phase (LTF) of MnBi. The 

magnetisation curve was measured at room temperature. The obtained 

value for coercitive field is 0.66 kOe. 

The same magnetisation measurements using a VSM were performed in case of investigated 

compounds. The hysteresis loops corresponding to MnSb0.8Bi0.2 and MnSb0.5Bi0.5 are given in   Fig. 34. 

The curves were recorded at 5K, in fields up to 3 T. The inset of each figure shows the magnetic 

behaviour in the very small field region.  

In case of MnSb0.8Bi0.2, the value of saturation magnetisation (Ms) can be obtained from hysteresis 

curve by extrapolating the magnetisation at zero magnetic fields (Fig. 34a). The obtained value was used 

in the calculation of magnetic moment per formula unit (f.u.). The magnetic moment associated to 

MnSb0.8Bi0.2 is equal to 2.85 µB/f.u. This value is smaller than that measured in case of MnSb parent 

compound (3.3-3.5 µB/f.u.), due to the formation of MnSb1-xBix solid solution and to the presence of some 

unreacted Bi. The anisotropy field for MnSb is Ha=0.26T. The substitution of Sb with Bi in MnSb leads to 

the formation of improved materials with higher magnetic anisotropy. As an example, in case of 

MnSb0.8Bi0.2 the value of anisotropy field is ≈ 1.5T, almost six times bigger than that of starting 

compound.  

Fig. 32. X-ray diffraction patterns of 
MnSb1-xBix (x= 0, 0.2, 0.5 and 0.95) 
alloys and theoretical pure Bi and 

MnSb spectra 

Fig. 33. Magnetisation versus 
external field dependence in case  
of MnBi - low temperature phase 

(LTP) 
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Fig. 35. XPS valence band spectra of 
MnSb1-xBix(x= 0, 0.2, 0.5 and 0.95) 

alloys 

For uniaxial and polycrystalline MnSb thin films, the reported coercitive fields have values    

(110-200)Oe [105]. From the insets of Fig. 34 which present the magnetization in the small field region a 

considerable increasement of coercitive fields value can be observed in case of MnSb0.8Bi0.2                       

( Hc = 235 Oe) and MnSb0.5Bi0.5 ( Hc = 420 Oe). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 34. Hysteresis loop for MnSb0.8Bi0.2 and MnSb0.5Bi0.5 

3.4.3. 3.4.3. 3.4.3. 3.4.3. XXXXPS spectraPS spectraPS spectraPS spectra 

 XPS core level and valence band spectra can provide important information regarding the 

electronic structure. Just like in case of previous analysed samples, the surface contamination was 

checked by monitoring the oxygen and carbon 1s core levels. Contamination is almost absent, thus the 

XPS spectra are representative of the bulk. 

Valence band spectra 

For Al K-α radiation the photoionization cross section of 

Mn, Sb and Bi are comparable; therefore the valence band spectra 

of MnSb1-xBix alloys are dominated by three main contributions: 

one given by Sb 5p, another one from Mn 3d and finally the Bi 6p 

states. Fig. 35 shows the valence band spectra of MnSb1-xBix     

(x= 0, 0.2, 0.5 and 0.95) alloys. One can observe that the 

substitution of Sb with Bi in MnSb leads to the appearance of a 

new feature at higher binding energy, which is characteristic for 

the MnBi phase. The intensity of this feature increases with the 

increasement of Bi concentration.   
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Fig. 36. Calculated (lines) and 
experimental (circles) XPS valence 

Fig. 37. XPS Mn 2p core level spectra of 
MnSb1-xBix (x= 0, 0.2, 0.5 and 0.95) 

alloys 

The spectral feature situated at about 10–11 eV is assigned to Sb 5s and Bi 6s states [47]. The 

displacement of this feature is generated by the contribution brought by Bi 6s levels (10.5 eV). 

A better understanding of the main characteristics in the valence band requires a comparison with 

the XPS valence band spectra of MnSb calculated with the 

Munich SPR-KKR package (Fig. 36). 

The computed XPS valence band spectrum of MnSb is in 

good agreement with the experimental results, indicating that the 

measured spectrum is representative of the bulk. Taking into 

account the similarities of the MnSb and MnBi electronic 

structures, one may suppose that the calculated XPS valence 

band spectrum of MnSb is also representative for the MnSb1-xBix 

solid solutions. 

Core levels XPS spectra 

        Mn 2p core level XPS spectra 

Mn 2p XPS spectra of MnSb1-xBix (x= 0, 0.2, 0.5 and 0.95) system 

(Fig. 3.7) present a spin–orbit splitting of ~11 eV, which can be identified in 

the distance between the centres of energy of the 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 states. The 

substitution of Sb by Bi in MnSb brings no significant changes in the Mn 2p 

band. 

În In case of atomic Mn, experimental and theoretical results 

revealed a fine structure of the 2p photoelectron spectrum caused by the 
Coulomb interactions of the 2p hole and 3d valence electrons [106]. Fig. 

38.  shows the fitting results of Mn 2p3/2 XPS spectra for the investigated 
alloys. These fitting were performed using Unifitt program considering 
four components  and a satellite line.  

 

Fig. 38.  
Curve 
fitting 
results 
(solid 

lines) of 
Mn 2p3/2 
core level 
spectra of 
MnSb1-xBix 
(x= 0, 0.2, 

0.5 and 0.95) alloys superposed on the measured spectra (circles) 
 

Just like in case of previous analysed In1-xMnxSb system, the results were obtained considering 

four components and a satellite line. The full width at half maximum (HWHM) of each multiplet peak was 

considered between 1 eV and 1.5 eV, with a 0.4eV Lorentian contribution (accounting the Mn 2p hole 

states lifetime [46]) and a 0.6-0.8 eV Gaussian contribution (accounting for the instrumental broadening). 
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Fig. 39. XPS Sb 3d core level spectra of 
MnSb1-xBix (x= 0, 0.2 and 0.5) alloys 

The relative intensities of these states vary depending on the Mn atomic environment, reflecting the 

changes induced to the properties of Mn 3d states. 

The corresponding binding energies of fitted multiplet splitting components and the mean energy 

separation between the four components, which corresponds to the exchange splitting of the Mn 2p core-

hole states, are listed in the table below (Table 6). 

In the investigated samples the mean energy separation between the four components has a value 

between 1.01 eV and 1.12 eV. These values confirm the formation of MnSb1-xBix solid solution by the 

substitution of Sb with Bi in MnSb compound. Since the exchange splitting ∆ex is approximately the same 

in all alloys one may suppose that the Mn 3d states in MnSb1-xBix system are not affected by alloying.  
 

          Tabelul 6. Fitting parameters for Mn 2p3/2 XPS spectra of MnSb1-xBix(x= 0, 0.2, 0.5 and 0.95) alloys. 
                           ∆ex denotes the mean exchange splitting between the sublevels 

Binding energy (eV) 
x 

Component 1 Component 2 Component 3 Component 4 ∆ex (eV) 

0 638.5 639.3 640.3 641.5 1.01 

0.2 638.6 639.6 640.7 641.8 1.07 

0.5 638.4 639.4 640.5 641.8 1.12 

0.95 638.6 639.3 640.1 641.7 1.06 
 

Sb 3d core level XPS spectra 

The Sb 3d XPS core level spectra of MnSb1-xBix    

(x= 0, 0.2, and 0.5) system are shown in Fig. 39. 

The lack of O 1s peak at 531eV binding energy in the 

Sb 3d core level spectra indicates that contamination is 

absent and proves the good quality of the investigated 

sample. The small chemical shifts observed in the Sb 3d core 

level spectra of MnSb1-xBix may be explained by the changed 

induced in the Sb atoms vicinity.  

3.4.4. 3.4.4. 3.4.4. 3.4.4. SummarySummarySummarySummary 

Until now no single-phase MnBi has been prepared. In order to oversee this impediment we have 

tried to stabilize MnBi phase by alloying it with Sb. The substitution of Sb by Bi in MnSb leads to the 

formation of new and improved compounds which preserve the same crystallographic structure as the 

parent compound. The X-ray diffraction measurements indicate the formation of MnSb1-xBix solid 

solution. For higher Bi concentration (x=0.95) one can observe that a mixture of pure metallic Bi and 

MnSb1-xBix phase appears. The presence of unreacted Bi is due to the segregation during the preparation 

process. Magnetic measurements at low temperatures confirm the formation of improved materials with 

higher magnetic anisotropy and higher coercitive field.  XPS valence band, Mn 2p and Sb 3d core level 

spectra have confirmed the formation of MnSb1-xBix solid solution. The computed XPS valence band 

spectrum of MnSb is in good agreement with the experimental results, indicating that the measured 

spectrum is representative of the bulk. The Mn 2p3/2 core levels exhibit a multiplet structure arising from 

the exchange interactions between the core hole and the open 3d shell. The Mn 3d states in MnSb1-xBix do 

not change appreciable by alloying. 
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